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Not only is the ether the medium through which light travels, its particle is the brick out of which atomic 

mass is composed.  The atom and its sub particles such as the electron, neutron and proton are composed of 
slowed ether particles condensed into varying degrees of density and form the same as the gases, fluids and ob-
jects of our world are made of atoms.  We describe what the atom’s optical and electronic structure would look 
like if you could see it and explain why irregular quantum jumps of emission occur when energy is added in 
incremental steps to a colliding particle or impulse.  We explain radiation, polarity, energy and Einstein’s rela-
tivity theories in simple ether terms and show why the big bang theory is a result of a misreading of the red 
shift in regards to far away stars.  We discuss the nature of divisible existence showing why a black hole could 
never exist and why gravity is a sub ether rather than ether phenomenon that moves at super light velocity.  We 
show why there can be only push and no pull forces in the universe and what this means in regards to physical 
phenomena.  We also show how an ether analysis of the atom’s structure and function explain its properties 
such as the chemical bond.  We explain what it is and show why its force is different on different atoms and 
molecules. 

 

1. Introduction 

Since the time of Aristotle through Newton, Euler and Lord 
Kelvin, natural philosophers and thinkers considered it obvious 
that there exists a medium, the ether, through which light travels.  
They did so not because of wild speculation but because to think 
otherwise violated causality by inferring action at a distance.  
However, in an effort to explain polarity, theorists came to the 
incredible conclusion that the ether wasn’t a gas but a solid capa-
ble of supporting transverse waves across space.  Forgetting that 
the idea is impossible on the face of it and neglecting that trans-
verse waves can only exist between two mediums, the assertion 
stuck.  The theory collapsed of its own weight but rather than 
redress the problem of polarity the mathematical minded physic-
ists of the day chose to exorcize the ether from scientific litera-
ture.  They didn’t say it didn’t exist, only that it was desirable to 
describe atomic phenomena without reference to a concept they 
considered troublesome.  Einstein led this effort which was ironic 
considering that his relativity theories describe nothing more 
than ether phenomena.  It’s one of the biggest blunders in the 
history of physics in that you simply can’t banish the substratum 
of matter from scientific study and hope to understand the un-
derlying principles of nature.  Our purpose here to delve into the 
nature of divisible existence to explain not only how an ether 
theory can explain the full spectrum of atomic and sub atomic 
phenomena simply, but to explain gravity which as it turns out is 
a not an ether but sub ether phenomenon whose force moves at 
super light velocity. 

2. The Ether, Ether Particle and Gravity 

That the ether particle could make up the gaseous medium 
through which radiation moves and at the same time be the brick 
out of which atomic mass is composed is not the radical idea it 
might seem.  At one time man thought that nature was composed 
of earth, wind, water and fire in part because these elements 
didn’t appear to have anything in common.  The atomic theory 
surpassed the idea with great result.  Although no one had seen 

the atom, the idea that a single particle could be common to them 
all yielded great insight into the workings of nature. 

The ether theory presented here parallels the atomic theory in 
this and other ways.  The atomic theory was needed to explain 
how sound moves through air.  The ether theory explains how 
radiation moves through space.  Air molecules exist in gaseous 
form.  The ether particles that transmit radiation through space, 
the ether, exist in gaseous form.  The atom that transmits sound 
through the air is the same atom that makes up the solids and 
fluids of our macroscopic existence.  We hypothesize that the 
particle that makes up the ether is the same particle that makes 
up atomic mass including its immediate sub bodies such as the 
electron and neutron. 

Since radiation is transmitted through the gaseous ether, we 
reason that the ether exists across all space as radiation exists in 
every corner of the known universe.  Since atomic mass exists 
through the known universe as well, it follows that as a gas the 
ether exerts a constant pressure on it everywhere it exists.  As-
suming that radiation moves at approximately 3/4ths the mean 
velocity at which ether particles vibrate in their free space same 
as sound moves at about 3/4ths the mean velocity at which ga-
seous air molecules vibrate, ether particles vibrate at about 1.44 
times the speed of light.  Although we don’t know how exact the 
analogy holds between the ether and air, it’s a useful compari-
son, nonetheless, in that it gives us some idea of the magnitude 
of the force that the diminutive and therefore densely packed 
ether exerts on atomic mass. 

The fact that atoms, electrons and other subatomic bodies 
move through space as spherical units necessitates that their 
slight masses are being pulled inward by an unknown force or 
pushed on themselves by the pressure of one or more elemental 
gases.  We rule out the pull force theory as it implies action at a 
distance.  It says that there’s something in mass that can reach 
out across space in all directions like immaterial hooks to pull on 
other mass wherever it exists.  The idea is nonsensical and vi-
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olates causality whereas the cause and effect push hypothesis 
does not. 

We conclude that atomic mass is held together by the pres-
sure of elemental bodies, but outside the ether particle we ha-
ven’t determined how many of these bodies exist.  Fortunately, 
the answer presents itself once we realize that as units of mass 
ether particles have to be pressed together by the gaseous pres-
sure of even tinier, faster moving particles of divisible existence 
to stay together as spheres same as atoms need be held together 
by sub bodies to exist.  Ether sub particles in their turn have to be 
pushed together by their sub particles and they theirs’ and either 
the process goes on without end or at some level of divisible exis-
tence there need exist a primary particle that is elastic, indivisible 
and the source of all motion and mass in the universe. 

That the collision between primary particles would be elastic 
is a necessary assumption as without it all motion, momentum 
and energy in the universe would grind to a halt.  That they 
would be indivisible is true by definition as primary particles 
can’t be composed of sub particles.  Without sub particles, how-
ever, primary particles would be mass less which is contradictory 
as all particles need be composed of mass.  Also, without sub 
particles there could be no push force to hold the hollow primary 
particles together all which dooms the primary particle theory.  
We conclude that matter is divisible in size and part without lim-
it. 

If mass at all levels of divisible existence is held together by 
the pressure of sub particles, it follows that sub particles move 
and agitate at a significantly higher velocity than the bodies they 
hold together.  The velocity at which sub particles move and agi-
tate as one delves deep into divisible existence must eventually 
approach, but can never reach, infinite velocity as it must always 
take time for particles to move from point A to point B no matter 
how fast they move.  That sub particles can move at such veloci-
ties is verified by the fact that the gravitational force moves 
across great expanses of the galaxy at super light velocity (1) as 
confirmed by observation. 

The energy and heat that atoms, ether particles and sub ether 
particles absorb while being driven in on themselves has to be 
released or they would dissipate back into the particles from 
which they were formed.  Radiation is the only means by which 
this can be done and this is why atoms radiate even as tempera-
tures approach absolute zero. 

The rate at which ether and sub ether particles agitate in their 
gaseous mediums is greater in space away from mass because of 
the energy dampening effect it has on them.  Mass absorbs ener-
gy from the mediums and radiates it away to create pressure 
deficits that move outward like fading shadows.  This is why 
light bends while passing through a sun’s ether and sub ether 
fields as pointed out by the General Theory of Relativity.  That 
part of the ether and sub ether fields nearer the sun loses energy 
faster than that further away.  The result is that bodies entering 
the pressure deficit shadow experience a net push toward the 
sun.  The pressure deficit created when the ether loses energy to 
mass is not gravity but the electrical field.  It’s the deficit created 
by the sub ether particles of divisible existence losing energy to 
mass that makes up gravity. 

Proof that gravity is created by the particles of divisible exis-
tence below the ether and not the ether itself losing energy to 

mass is the fact that an ether pressure deficit moves away from 
mass at light speed whereas the gravitational force moves at 
many times that velocity.  It would take 8.3 minutes for gravity to 
reach out from the sun to Earth if it was an ether phenomenon, 
but this is not the case as pointed out by Dr. Van Flandern. (2)  
The Earth is pushed towards the sun not where it was 8.3 mi-
nutes ago but where it is moment to moment.  Also, gaseous eth-
er particles can only pressure atomic bodies at their surface as 
they are blocked by the bodies’ slowed ether particles from pene-
trating into their interiors.  The result is that the pressure deficit 
created by ether particles striking an atomic body is determined 
not by its mass but surface area consistent with what is known of 
the electrical field.  Sub ether particles penetrate mass and ham-
mer it at all its levels of divisible existence, however, making the 
resultant pressure deficit that radiates spherically into space a 
mass determined phenomenon consistent with what is known of 
gravity. 

The gravitational force of a body such as a planet or sun is far 
greater than that of its electrical field because it’s determined by 
the sub ether pressure deficits created by the interaction of the 
particles with the body’s total mass whereas the electrical field is 
created by the ether interaction with the mass existing at the 
body’s surface.  Also, because the ether is blocked by the slowed 
ether particles of mass from penetrating into its interior, its pres-
sure deficit force is short ranged whereas gravity moves through 
bodies making it a mass additive force.  When sub ether pressure 
deficits emerge from one body to pass through another, the force 
coming from the first mass add to the second minus the square of 
the distance that it moves. 

3. The Electron, Electron Fluid Structure and 
Atomic Emissions 

The pressure that electrons receive from ether and sub ether 
particles while moving through atomic space insure that they’re 
fluid rather than solid particles driven into spheres of an average 
size and density.  Like raindrops whose mass is driven in on 
themselves by air pressure, large drops tend to break up and 
small ones merge so that they average out at a certain size and 
weight. 

What is said for electrons is true for other atomic particles as 
well.  High speed particle collisions indicate that fluids of vary-
ing density are expelled from the nucleus into ether space.  The 
fluids may start out as streamers of a specific density depending 
on how tightly compressed they were in the atom, but they’re 
driven into spherical form by the pressure of the ether and sub 
ether immediately thereafter.  Freed of the compressing pressure 
of the atom, the droplets expand and breakup into smaller drop-
lets until becoming electrons.  This is why heavy beta particle 
fluid ejected from the nucleus end up as electrons.  Electrons 
possess the size and density at which ether particle fluid droplets 
decompress to and are stable away from atoms in atomic space. 

It’s impossible that a fluid electron could swirl about the nuc-
leus like a satellite orbiting a planet jumping from orbit to orbit 
for no natural reason all the while creating spherical waves above 
the atom in a space that is thought by theorists to be empty.  The 
solar system model of the atom was flawed from the beginning 
and most of the errors of quantum and particle physics resulted 
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from this single conceptual mistake.  Rather than orbit the nuc-
leus as a solid particle, the electron fluid spreads out over the 
surface of an ion or atom to form in layers when captured.  The 
result is an ether particle fluid structure where layers pile up on 
one another to increase the density of inner layers as it grows.  
The quantum mechanical electron shell model mimics the ether 
fluid layer structure when it talks about the three dimensional 
wave that is supposed to be created by the electron as it circles 
the atom and jumps from orbit to orbit. 

Atomic X-ray emissions occur when a force drives into an 
atom’s electron fluid layers to accelerate trapped particles to light 
speed.  The significance of light speed is that it’s the velocity re-
quired for an impulse to move through the ether the same as air 
molecules need be compressed and accelerated to a specific ve-
locity to emit sound.  It means that light travels at different veloc-
ities depending on the rate of agitation of a local ether field as 
well. 

The greater the force at which an object drives into the atom, 
the further it penetrates into the electron fluid before being 
stopped by resistance.  It figures that the density of a fluid layer 
is about the same throughout and so the resistance it offers an 
incoming force and the mass of the emitted light impulse in-
crease at a steady rate the further it plows into the layer.  The 
consequent X-ray spectrum is called Bremsstrahlung. (3) 

The energy of emitted radiation seizes to be a function of the 
energy of the penetrating force when it passes from one layer to 
the next higher density lower lying layer which offers a marked 
or quantum increase of resistance to further penetration.  Only 
when the force acquires sufficient strength to overcome the ener-
gy barrier and penetrate into the next lower layer does the size of 
the emitted impulse, its frequency, become a function of the 
energy of the force again. 

The energy barrier phenomenon repeats itself at the outer 
edge of each lower level fluid layer and the edge of the nucleus 
below the innermost K layer. (4)  A thick, we call it muonic, fluid 
forms above the nuclides on all atoms including hydrogen for 
reasons to be explained.  The outer edge of the muonic fluid and 
each electron fluid layer exterior to it serve as walls of resistance 
that gives rise to the K, L, M, N, etc, X-ray spectral line series 
characteristic of larger atoms.  Primary layers have sub layers 
which play a part in the emission series as seen in X-ray absorp-
tion. (5)  The K, L, M, N, O, P X-ray spectral line series occur when 
the electron fluid layers that we denote as K, L, M, N, O, P and 
their sub layers are shoved into the K, L, M, N, O, P barrier walls 
by a driving force.  These are the emissions that occur when in-
ner electrons return to their orbits after having been expelled 
from the atom according to quantum theory. 

It’s telling that the K, L, M, N, O, P emission series doesn’t oc-
cur until sufficient energy is acquired by the penetrating force to 
create the series strongest emission line whereupon the entire 
series occurs at once.  We look at the K-series to explain this.  
When a force of sufficient energy drives into the outer edge of 
the muonic fluid using one of the larger atoms as our example, it 
must drive the obstructing P, O, N, M, L and K fluid layers and 
their sub layers into the fluid barrier before it can reach it itself.  
Before any of this can happen, however, the P layer and its sub 
layers would’ve been driven into the O layer, the P and O layer 
and its sub layers into the N layer, the P, O, and N layer and its 

sub layers into the M layer and the P, O, N, M and L layer into 
the K layer and the P, O, N, M, L and K layers into the muonic 
fluid to create the K emission series.  The higher level P, O, N, M 
and L series must’ve been driven into their series barriers before 
the K layer can be driven into the muonic barrier and they, along 
with the high density K layer and its sub layers, need be shoved 
into the outer edge of the muonic fluid for the K series to occur.  
It appears as if the emissions occur at the same time but that’s 
only because the inward stroke moves too fast to observe the 
time lapse between them. 

The electron shell model mimics the electron fluid structure of 
the atom and it’s because of this that it has been able to explain 
the X-ray emissions that are characteristic to each atom.  The 
shells that the wave function of the electron is suppose to create 
while orbiting the nucleus substitute for the outer edges of the 
fluid layers and their sub layers.  The inner electron emission 
series supposedly occurs when the electron jumps from one orbit 
to another, but the real life atomic X-ray emission series occurs 
when a fluid layer or one of its sub layers is pushed into the edge 
of a higher density lower layer or sub layer so that trapped par-
ticles are accelerated to light speed thereby causing a longitudin-
al emission impulse to move out the atom back into the ether. 

4. Light Polarity and the Optical Structure and 
its Emissions 

Theory has radiation moving as a transverse wave through 
space rather than as a longitudinal concussion impulse moving 
through the ether the way sound travels through the air, but 
there’s no mechanism by which light can be made to wave up or 
down or side to side through a single homogenous medium.  The 
error occurred in physicists’ attempt to explain light polarity 
even though they knew transverse waves can only occur between 
two mediums such as water and air as with waves or air and 
ground as with earthquakes.  It’s of value to note that with both 
waves and quakes, transverse waves roll along the planet’s sur-
face whereas only longitudinal impulses can propagate deeper in 
the mediums and only longitudinal impulses can move through 
gases. 

Light polarity is not caused by light waving in a plane, but by 
ether particles spinning in a uniform plane.  When sunlight re-
bounds off a sidewalk at an angle, the particles of the impulse 
acquire vertical spin that is transferred forward with the impulse.  
Atoms in polarized glasses are made to spin horizontally in rela-
tion to the ground and so they impel the angular momentum to 
the surrounding ether causing it to clash at right angles with the 
vertical spin of the incoming ether light impulse thereby dispers-
ing it.  Only impulses that haven’t acquired spin or spin that 
moves in the same plane as the atoms of the glasses can move 
through the film unimpeded. 

Bohr imagined that an excited outer valence electron jumped 
to select optical orbits and back to create optical emissions.  He 
didn’t know how the electron could jump against an incoming 
force nor could he explain why it jumped to select orbits.  Pre-
dictably, the idea fell apart to be salvaged by Schrödinger who 
treated the electron as a three dimensional cloud above the atom. 

Optical clouds aren’t caused by a valence electron jumping to 
orbits above the nucleus that leave wave trails in their wake.  
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Rather, they’re made up of a an ether particle gaseous-fluid at-
mosphere that resides above the atom’s outer liquid like electron 
fluid layer the way Earth’s stratified atmosphere rises above its 
liquid oceans.  The layers pile up on one another, as in the elec-
tron fluid structure, where the most condensed layer lies nearest 
the atom and the thinnest, hottest and most expansive layer ex-
ists at the atom’s periphery where it interacts with the ether. 

The only difference between the electron and optical fluid is 
density which means there has to be a point at which the optical 
fluid condenses all at once to become the clingy electron fluid.  
An analogy is gaseous helium cooled and pressurized to near 
absolute zero where all at once it’s transformed into a liquid.  
Reinforcing this view is the fact that electron fluid is stable in 
atomic space as droplets, electrons, whereas optical fluid hasn’t 
been detected away from the atom. 

The optical atmosphere forms above the atom’s outer electron 
fluid layer because of the unequal energy exchange going on 
between the atom and ether and sub ether mediums which result 
in the contraction of the optical fluid about the atom.  When ether 
and sub ether particles strike an atom they lose momentum to it 
and the acquired energy is absorbed not as heat, but pumped out 
of the atom back into the ether and sub ether via radiation as 
suggested by Lorentz, Thomasin, and D. Thomson. (6) The result 
is a drop in ether and sub ether pressure at the atom’s surface or 
the creation of the electrical and gravitational field that radiates 
outs from the atom and optical atmosphere like a fading shadow. 

The functional significance of the optical atmosphere is that it 
helps the electron fluid shield the atom from ether and sub ether 
pressure.  The size to which it grows is determined by how well 
the fluid is able to shield the atom by itself indicating a reciprocal 
relationship between the inability of the electron fluid to shield 
the atom and the size to which the optical atmosphere grows.  
The electron fluid’s ability to shield the atom is determined in 
turn by how compact its outer layer is which is determined by 
the makeup of the nucleus and muonic fluid. 

The reason that a softer outer electron fluid layer is better able 
to reflect ether and sub ether energy than a compact one is that 
its particles move faster than their counterparts and are spread 
out over a larger area.  Gaseous ether and sub ether particles that 
collide with atomic mass lose more momentum to slower versus 
faster moving particles which cause a stronger pressure deficit 
force to radiate out from the mass.  Conversely, the ether and sub 
ether contract in around the atom to a greater degree which leads 
to the growth of a more expansive optical atmosphere. 

An example of an atom that has a compact outer electron flu-
id layer causing the energy exchange between it and the ether 
and sub ether to be high so that a large optical atmosphere forms 
above its surface relative to its size is helium.  It figures that 
chemical binding occurs when the outer electron fluid layer on 
atoms come into contact so that their clingy fluids can fuse to-
gether.  Before the layers can touch, however, they must pass 
through each other’s optical atmosphere which acts as an elastic 
barrier to separate them.  This is formidable with helium as evi-
denced by the fact that it takes 24 electron volts of energy for a 
force to penetrate through the atmosphere to tear off the outer 
electron fluid layer.  Bonding is especially difficult with helium 
in that to overcome the barrier the approaching atom has to come 

in too fast to cushion into its compact surface causing the atoms 
to fly away.  Helium is an inert gas for this reason.   

     The situation existing with helium is reverse with the next 
atom on the periodical.  Lithium has a large soft outer electron 
fluid layer compared to helium and because of that the ether-sub 
ether energy exchange is less unbalanced.  The result is that only 
a small optical atmosphere forms above its electron fluid struc-
ture as evidenced by the fact that it requires less than 6 electron 
volts of energy for an object to tear away its outer layer.  It’s easi-
er for atoms to approach lithium and when they do they’re better 
able to cushion into its softer surface to bind. 

The above analysis not only explains why lithium is highly 
reactive whereas helium is inert, it reveals the relationship be-
tween helium’s optical atmosphere and lithium’s outer electron 
fluid layer which is that helium’s large optical atmosphere leads 
to the birth of lithium’s large outer electron fluid layer.  It also 
confirms our theory that the electron fluid and optical atmos-
phere are composed of the same particle.  As nuclides are added 
to helium to transform it into lithium, the outer electron fluid 
layer of helium contracts to cause its already large optical atmos-
phere to further develop.  The density of the inner layers of the 
optical atmosphere increase as it expands causing it to compress 
and collapse in on itself to form the large, soft outer electron fluid 
layer of the emergent lithium atom thereby making it easier for it 
to bind with other atoms. 

Optical particles can condense to become the electron fluid 
but the opposite doesn’t appear to happen.  All we know about 
the electron indicates that it’s stable in ether space because of its 
clingy nature and if it’s stable in its most decompressed state 
where it has nothing but its own slight mass to hold it together as 
ether and sub ether particles pressure it from all sides then we 
know it’s stable when pressed onto an atom.  This is significant 
because it tells us that the optical atmosphere doesn’t evaporate 
up from the outer electron fluid layer, a possibility since they’re 
both made of slowed ether particles, but condenses out of the 
ether. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the material that makes 
up the optical atmosphere can exist away from the atom as par-
ticles.  This makes sense in that what we know it says it’s in a 
state somewhere between the hot gaseous ether and the liquid 
like electron fluid.  We note as well that the atmosphere can be 
reduced on atoms as it is when atoms chemically bind.  The di-
minished atmosphere reforms around the composite molecule 
and that part of the material that is no longer of functional value 
to the atoms no doubt evaporates back into the ether. 

How the optical atmosphere of an atom works to create its 
characteristic optical light spectra can be described with the aid 
of a Grotrian diagram (7) of hydrogen.  We note that the diagram 
depicts a number of circles above the nucleus that represent elec-
tron orbits according to quantum physics.  In truth, they’re the 
outer edge of the optical atmosphere’s fluid layers that form 
above the outer electron liquid layer like the atmosphere above 
the Earth.  We designate the outer layer L1, the next inner layer 
L2, etc, and the outer edge of the outermost layer which is also 
the edge of the atom E1, the outer edge of L2 as E2, etc.  L1 layer 
is the hottest and most expansive layer because it interacts direct 
with the ether and sub ether.  The energy required to drive E1 
into E2 is therefore greater than with inner layers. 
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Hydrogen’s resonance light emission occurs when an external 
force possesses sufficient energy to drive E1 into E2 to emit the 
first line of the Lyman Series. (8)  E2 provides a wall of resistance 
to the incoming stroke and trapped particles are accelerated to 
emission velocity, but note that the emission can’t occur until the 
force possesses enough energy to drive E1 all the way into E2.  
Otherwise the atom absorbs the force as kinetic energy and it 
moves.  It’s because of the elastic nature of the optical atmos-
phere and the distance between its layers that atoms emit only 
certain frequencies of light explaining why optical light emis-
sions aren’t continuous but occur in quantum jumps.  There is no 
continuous emission as a force drives into an optical layer as is 
the case with electron layers because the layers lack the density 
of the electron fluid. 

After a force drives E1 into E2, no further emission can occur 
unless it possesses sufficient energy to drive E1 into E3; demon-
strating again the layered nature of the optical atmosphere and 
the reason that optical emissions occur in quantum jumps of 
energy.  Note, that before E1 can be driven into E3 to emit the 
second line of the Lyman Series, however, E2 must be driven into 
E3 to emit the first line of the Balmer Series; the next lower level 
energy emission series.  If the force acquires greater energy, E1 
can be driven into E4 to emit the third line of the Lyman Series 
but before it can E2 must be driven into E3 and E4 to create two 
Balmer series emissions and E3 must be driven into E4 to create 
an even lower level Ritz-Paschen emission.  The analysis can 
explain the entire Lyman, Balmer, Ritz-Paschen, Brackett and 
Pfund Series in hydrogen.  Fine structure and other issues are 
explained in our larger work available in the NPA database. 

5. The Nucleus 

The neutron is made of slowed ether particles pressed into 
their naturally occurring highest density state.  The proton is a 
neutron that has been exposed to the ether to cause the thick mu-
onic fluid to form above its surface.  The motion of the muonic 
fluid above one or more nuclides is what causes the phenomenon 
known as charge as explained in the larger work. 

That a heavy fluid surrounds the nuclides of a nucleus is veri-
fied by the fact that fluids much heavier than electrons but ligh-
ter than nuclide fragments, beta particles for instance, fly out the 
nucleus of even light atoms during high speed collisions.  They 
can be of variable density depending on the size of the atom but 
they always decompress and break up into electron droplets 
when freed of the pressures of the nucleus providing further 
evidence that the muonic and electron fluid are made of the same 
material. 

The irregular contraction of the muonic fluid is what deter-
mines an atom’s atomic versus mass number.  Pressure on the 
thick fluid increases as nuclides are added to the nucleus but it 
resists compression.  Finally, though, it yields to the increasing 
pressure and contracts.  The collapse causes the electron fluid 
layers above to follow it in which forces the optical atmosphere 
to adapt which leads to the birth of a new atom.  This is what 
Moseley observed when he recorded the K and L series emis-
sions to determine an atom’s atomic number. (9) 

That atomic mass is made of ether particles is supported by a 
phenomenon reported on by J.J. Thomson, Skinner, Wilson, Sil-

vera, Walraven and others. (10) They noted the appearance of pro-
tons when running their discharge tubes despite all efforts to 
prevent them from entering the tube.  We quote Skinner:  “While 
making an experimental study of the cathode fall of various met-
als in helium it was observed that no matter how carefully the 
gas was purified, the hydrogen radiation, tested spectroscopical-
ly, persistently appeared in the cathode glow.  Simultaneously 
with this appearance there was also a continuous increase in the 
gas pressure with the time of discharge.” (11)   

      It figures that the protons were created out of the concen-
trated mass of electron fluid flowing out the cathode into the 
discharge tube where it was super heated and rapidly cooled.  
These are ideal conditions for the conversion of electron fluid 
into neutrons and protons. 

6. The Relativity Theories 

Einstein believed that space in the vicinity of a massive body 
like the sun is warped thereby slowing time in its vicinity.  Space 
devoid of matter is nothingness and nothingness can’t warp.  It’s 
the sun’s ether and sub ether fields that slow and contract in to-
ward the sun because they lose energy to its mass which radiates 
it away.  He was right, however, in saying that local time slows 
in the vicinity of a massive body.  The reason is that its sub ether 
agitation that controls the rate at which atomic bodies and even 
the ether move and the fields in the vicinity of a large mass body 
slow because of the energy they lose to it.  This is why starlight 
bends when it passes near the sun.  That part of the impulse clos-
er to the sun experiences a slower moving ether and sub ether 
field than that further away thereby bending the light toward the 
sun. 

The gravitational field of a massive body like the sun not only 
slows light, it would slow the biological processes of humans if a 
space ship could pass by the giant inferno without bursting into 
flames.  Onboard clocks would also slow because the velocity at 
which they move is determined by the rate at which their atoms 
and the surrounding ether and sub ether agitate. 

Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity describes what occurs 
when objects are accelerated to high speed in the ether.  The rea-
son a spaceship streaking through space could never reach light 
speed is that the ether wind would stop it.  Gaseous ether par-
ticles would build up in front of the ship to create an ever grow-
ing wall of resistance that would stretch out toward infinity if it 
were able to close in on light speed.  Pushing all the ether of the 
universe in front of the ship is impossible which makes light 
speed impossible. 

It would require ever more power to propel our hypothetical 
ship against a growing ether headwind putting enormous pres-
sure on its front and rear forcing gaseous ether particles out of 
the ship.  Those that remained would lose an increased amount 
of momentum to the compacted mass.  The ship’s atoms would 
agitate at a slower velocity as a result reducing the rate at which 
its physical processes occur.  Clocks would slow as would the 
biological process of the ship’s passengers, but no one would 
notice because thought would slow as well. 

Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity deals with objects mov-
ing at high speed through the ether and the effect it has on them.  
The problem is that he eliminated the ether from the equation 
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and attributed the phenomenon to motion as if motion could 
possess the power to create the effect.  An object moving at near 
light speed doesn’t contract because of ether wind resistance; it 
contracts because of its motion relative to other frames of refer-
ence which is simple nonsense. 

Another example of Einstein’s twisted thinking is in regards 
to light.  If a man travels in a spaceship at half the speed of light 
relative to the ether and shines a light ahead it moves from the 
ship at light speed according to Einstein.  Not true.  Light moves 
at light speed relative to the ether and so it moves at half the 
speed of light relative to the ship.  Should a second ship move 
towards the first at half the speed of light relative to the ether 
they’d be moving toward each other at the speed of light.  Should 
the second ship shine a light at the approaching ship, it would 
move at half the speed of the light relative to itself but at one and 
a half times the speed of light relative to the other ship.  Einstein 
says that not only does the light from the ships move away at 
light speed, it approaches one another at light speed which is not 
only contradictory but silly. 

7. Mass to Energy, Energy to Mass and Radia-
tion 

Theory says that radiation is made of photons that carry with 
them momentum and energy but no mass.  This is a contradic-
tion of terms as momentum and energy necessitate that there be 
moving mass and in the case of radiation it’s the ether particle.  
The only surprise here is that there appear to be two types of 
radiation and not one.  One is the electromagnetic wave.  The 
other is the ether concussion impulse of which light is the prime 
example. 

The electromagnetic wave is generated by a changing elec-
trical field as when charge runs up and down an emitting anten-
na to cause the surrounding ether to contract in on the charge 
and release after it passes.  The continual contraction and expan-
sion of the ether about moving charges create spherical waves 
that move out through the surrounding ether at light speed. 

The electromagnetic wave vibrates at a frequency dependent 
upon how fast current can move back and forth across an emit-
ting antenna or conductor and it carries with it both an electrical 
and magnetic field which is not the case with light.  The electrical 
field is created by charge which is a pressure deficit sinkhole in 
the ether so that the ether contracts in to cause a spherical rare-
faction impulse that travels back through the ether.  The ether re 
expands once the charge passes and a spherical contraction im-
pulse moves through the ether.  The changing electrical field 
creates the contraction and rarefaction impulses that make up the 
electromagnetic wave. 

Frequency of emission has nothing to do with the strength of 
each individual electromagnetic wave as it propagates through 
the ether which is unlike the situation with light.  The greater the 
emission frequency the greater the ether mass of each individual 
impulse with light.  The mass of an electromagnetic wave de-
pends only on the strength of the moving charge that created it.  
High frequency waves pack more overall energy than those of a 
lower frequency, but that’s because there are more wave fronts 
per unit time and not that one wave is stronger than another. 

Imagine a cell phone sending out a million waves per second 
to the nearest receiving tower.  Individual waves have little ener-
gy as the signal is generated by a battery.  The tower receives the 
signal and retransmits it with waves that are amplified many 
times over so it can reach a greater area, but they’re sent out with 
the frequency of the original cell phone. 

Light is made up of a series of longitudinal concussion im-
pulses that compress particles ahead which release and kick back 
as the surges move through the ether.  The surges themselves 
could be likened to tiny bullets shooting through the ether where 
each bullet has its own trajectory so that there’s no significant 
spreading of the impulse as it propagates ahead which is a dif-
ferent situation than with an electromagnetic wave.  The fact that 
light can move through space for millions of years before dissi-
pating out of existence confirms the assertion.  It’s the many bul-
lets emanating from a source at the same time that spread be-
cause each impulse has its own trajectory.  Electromagnetic 
waves spread out and lose energy like a wave on a pond. 

Light energy is determined by how many ether particles are 
in each impulse and how close they can follow one another 
through the ether.  Heavier impulses follow one another at a 
closer range than lighter ones and so they pack more punch not 
only because they’re heavier but also because there’s more of 
them per unit time.  The reason for this has to do with how fast 
particles kick back from the forward surge.  It figures that when 
more particles are involved in an impulse the ether experiences a 
higher degree of compression as it propagates forward.  The re-
sult is that the impulse kicks back with greater velocity to fill the 
rarefaction left behind which determines how close the next im-
pulse can follow without being neutralized by the kickback force. 

The fact that light impulses involve a set number of ether par-
ticles explains the photoelectric effect.  The essence of the effect is 
that different impulses possess different energies as measured in 
the equation E=hv where E equals Planck’s constant h times the 
frequency of a light impulse.  Remembering that frequency 
equates with the mass of an impulse, it was discovered that each 
impulse, photon, carries a fixed energy when striking metal 
atoms to knock off electrons. 

Light exists wherever bullet-shaped compression impulses 
are created in the ether.  The electromagnetic wave exists whe-
rever the ether contracts and expands about an electrical field.  
Electromagnetic waves run from radio waves to microwave radi-
ation.  They could run higher up the spectrum if charge could be 
made to move back and forth across a conductor fast enough but 
that appears to be difficult above a certain frequency.  Light im-
pulses on the other hand run from radio to gamma impulses to 
overlap the electromagnetic wave on the radiation spectrum. 

8. Particle Physics, Black Hole and Big Bang 
Theory 

The neutron possesses the highest mass of slowed ether par-
ticles that can condense out of the ether into a single homogene-
ous body, but it can further compress within an atom depending 
on the size of the nucleus and its position therein.  No matter 
how compressed, however, the nuclide will decompress to the 
density characteristic of it in ether space when ejected from the 
atom. 
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 Most nuclear particles discovered in high speed collisions are 
compressed nuclear fragments created during the experiment.  
Protons that smash into each other at high speed compress and 
fly off as high density fragments.  The greater the velocity of the 
particles the greater the density of the fragments ejected.  If pro-
tons strike one another at odd angles, the fragments acquire spin 
and they’re counted as new particles.  If it pulls muonic fluid 
with it, it’s yet another particle etc. 

Ether particles pile up in front of protons making it appear as 
if they’re gaining mass when accelerated to near light speed so 
that they carry with them added momentum.  Heavy nuclear 
particles fall under the category of hadrons, baryons and hyper-
ons but they’re nothing more than shorted lived compressed 
nuclear fragments.  Leptons are made from muonic fluid at some 
stage of decompression.  The lepton muon best describes the 
muonic fluid and hence its name. 

It stretches the imagination that men of science could believe 
that the mass of the universe was once compressed into the size 
of a pin head as is the case with the big bang theory.  The theory 
is based on the single observation that far away galaxies appear 
to be receding from Earth and doing so at an accelerated clip 
because their emitted light has red shifted, but the real reason is 
that light impulses emanating from them has lost mass during 
their long journey across space.  The result is that they don’t 
bend as much when run through a prism as they once would 
have and hence the red shift.  The reason that the light red shifts 
isn’t that galaxies are accelerating away from Earth then, but 
rather that they’re the galaxies the furthest from Earth. 

A black hole could never exist in that no matter how massive 
a collapsing sun might be neutrons trapped in its core would 
100% etherize until their outward force exceeded the inward 
thrust thereby causing the body to supernova.  The ether and sub 
ether field that holds atoms together is weakest in the core of a 
sun because of the energy dampening effect of its huge mass and 
with weakened fields and the compression stroke of a collapsing 
star; the conditions are ripe for trapped nuclides to explode the-
reby releasing unimaginable quantities of energy.  And if some-
one should argue that the collapse was so great that even ether 
particles couldn’t escape the pull of the sun’s gravity; an absurd 
proposition on the face of it, we answer that sub ether particles, 
which move and agitate at many times the speed of light, would 
begin to explode until the outward force exceeded the inward 
push.  No matter the scenario, then, it is physically impossible 
that a black hole could exist and it says little about the judgment 
of physicists that they could’ve ever believed in such a fantastic 
scenario for whatever reason.  

9. Energy as an Ether Phenomenon 

The manner in which the word energy is used implies that it’s 
a quantified measure of ether particle momentum.  Take kinetic 
energy.  A car moving at 40 mph possesses not two but four 
times the energy that it has at 20 mph and it has 9 times the ener-
gy when moving at 60 versus 20 mph.  The manner in which 
energy increases is counterintuitive as one would think that the 
car moving at 40 versus 20 mph would have twice the energy 
and three times the energy when moving at 60 mph.  

That the square of the velocity times its mass should equal the 
energy of an object only makes sense if one factors in the ether.  
The tires of an accelerating car must push against the atoms of 
the road for the car to gain forward thrust which seems a simple 
concept.  What we don’t think about is that the atoms are held in 
place by a sea of ether particles that resist displacement.  We 
don’t see the spherical concussion wave that is sent back through 
the ether as car tires push off the atoms and ether particles of the 
road to accelerate.  The greater the rate of acceleration, the great-
er the magnitude of the concussion wave created.  The same 
thing occurs when it stops.  Tires push against the road ahead as 
the car brakes so that a concussion wave is sent forward into the 
atoms and ether particles of the road.  The amount of energy that 
was used to accelerate the vehicle must now be used to decele-
rate it allowing for friction and heat loss. 

The reason that the energy of the car grows by the square of 
the velocity is that the waves that it creates while accelerating 
and decelerating are spherical in shape where the area of the 
sphere expands geometrically by the square of the radius.  Take a 
light bulb.  The intensity of the light diminishes by the square of 
the distance and so if one stands four rather than two foot from 
the light it diminishes not to half its original intensity but a quar-
ter of it.  As the car accelerates, the spherical concussion wave 
expands geometrically behind as the tires push against the grow-
ing number of ether particles of the expanding sphere.  The same 
is true when it brakes.  Its tires must now push against the atoms 
and ether particles ahead to brake. 

An interesting fact about an object moving through the ether 
is that once it has accelerated to a constant velocity it moves free-
ly thereafter minus friction.  Although an ether wave follows it in 
front and back, it doesn’t hinder its movement to any perceptible 
degree.  This is the nature of kinetic energy and the truth behind 
De Broglie’s assertion that moving objects create waves that fol-
low them through space.  The strength of the wave depends 
upon the momentum of the object.  The situation changes, how-
ever, when objects move through the ether at high velocity as 
noted by Einstein.  The ether can no longer conform to an object’s 
velocity and it resists further acceleration. 

Another example of kinetic is our hypothetical ship rocketing 
through space.  The ship’s thrusters must push off the ether of 
space to accelerate as there are no atoms and when it does it 
creates a spherical concussion wave the magnitude of which de-
pends upon the ship’s rate of acceleration.  The reverse is true 
when it decelerates.  The advantage of this example is that it eli-
minates atoms from the mix so that we can see the principle in its 
simplest form. 

10. Conclusions 

One must grasp the nature of divisible existence if he is to 
have any hope of understanding the underlying forces of nature 
simply.  Modern physics has to its credit accumulated a mass of 
data on the workings of atomic and sub atomic phenomena but 
failed to put the pieces together in a coherent theory that explains 
reality as it actually exists.  The monstrous model that it created 
is nonsensical, contradictory, needlessly complicated and concep-
tually incorrect on many points.  It lacks the philosophical insight 
required to grasp the underlying principles of divisible existence 
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and without that it will never be able to correctly interpret the 
vast amount of data that has been collected.  The first step in 
achieving that goal is to gain an understanding of what the ether 
is and the role its constituent particle plays, not only in the con-
duction of radiation, electricity, etc, but as the building block of 
atomic mass.  It has been our purpose to present a bare boned 
analysis of both the ether and divisible existence and to demon-
strate the power that such an approach can having in explaining 
matters that can’t otherwise be understood. 

We’ve had to omit topics in regards to our analysis of the eth-
er and divisible existence because of the condensed nature of this 
essay; we refer the reader to our larger work on file in the NPA 
database to make up for the deficiency.  We omitted from the 
discussion, for instance, our findings regarding magnetism 
which in a nutshell is that it’s caused by the angular momentum 
of the spinning atoms of a magnet that transmit the motion to the 
ether in and around the magnet so that an ether current moves 
out its north pole to circle back round to re-enter the magnet at 
its south pole to create an endless circuit as suggested by Euler in 
the 18th century.  The dynamics of the Earth’s magnetic field is 
subject to a similar analysis.  We also discuss the nature of the 
magnetic field that is created by electricity flowing down a con-
ductor in our larger work. 

Finally, the idea that matter is divisible in part and size with-
out limit may seem a strange and unsatisfactory idea to most 
readers and we sympathize with the sentiment, but this is no 
different than trying to understand infinite time and space and 
yet we know they exist.  That space is infinite in all directions is a 
proposition that no reasoning person can deny and yet we’ll nev-
er be able to fully comprehend what that means.  Likewise, no 
one can deny that an infinite number of days will occur in the 
future the same as an infinite number of days have already 
passed.  And yet if that is true, how is it that the present came to 
exist as such necessitates that an infinite amount of time was 
passed over to reach the present which would seem impossible 
and yet it occurred. 

We conclude, then, that although we shall never be able to 
grasp the idea that mass is divisible without limit, it’s not contra-
dicted by what is known of the universe and so we choose it over 

the primary particle hypothesis which we know to be contradic-
tory and therefore impossible.  We also conclude that there is 
now and always will be “something more” to the universe than 
what appears or we should know it.  All we can do, then, is to 
take matters as far as they can be taken but no further as to do 
otherwise is to profess knowledge where there is none which is 
at its best self deception and at its worst lying.  It is, indeed, a 
strange universe that we find ourselves in, so much so that one 
can justifiably marvel that anything exists at all.  Clearly, if it was 
not for the “something more” hypothesis, we should expect that 
the universe would be an empty black pit where time, space and 
matter didn’t exist and where there was no one or nothing to 
conceive it in the first place. 
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